Electrokinetics at aqueous interfaces without mobile charges.
We theoretically consider the possibility of using electric fields in aqueous channels of cylindrical and planar geometry to induce transport in the absence of mobile ionic charges. Using the Navier-Stokes equation, generalized to include the effects of water spinning, dipole orientation and relaxation, we show analytically that pumping of a dipolar liquid through an uncharged hydrophobic channel can be achieved by injecting torque into the liquid, based on the coupling between molecular spinning and fluid vorticity. This is possible using rotating electric fields and suitably chosen interfacial boundary conditions or transiently by suddenly switching on a homogeneous electric field. A static electric field, however, does not induce a steady state flow in channels, irrespective of the geometry. Using molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, we confirm that static fields do not lead to any pumping, in contrast to earlier publications. The pumping observed in MD simulations of carbon nanotubes and oil droplets in a static electric field is tracked down to an imprudent implementation of Lennard-Jones interaction truncation schemes.